Dear Dr. Topping,

We highly appreciate you for reviewing our paper (entitled “Representation of the Autoconversion from Cloud to Rain Using a Weighted Ensemble Approach”, GMD-2021-230) and providing valuable comments, which are valuable in improving the quality of our manuscript. We have gone through the entire manuscript and several minor grammatical mistakes were eliminated.

Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,
Dr. Jinfang Yin
yinfj@cma.gov.cn
State Key Laboratory of Severe Weather, Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, Beijing 100081, China
December 15, 2021

Line 88 ’As were noted ’ please change to ’As noted.’

Response: Thank you very much for the reminder. Revised accordingly.

Except for Line 88, several minor grammatical mistakes were eliminated as follows.

Line 17 “improve” —> “improving”
Line 496 “to figure out” —> “in figuring out”